The Suzanne Tucker Design Scholarship in Interior Architecture or Design

The Institute of Classical Architecture & Art’s Northern California Chapter is proud to offer the Suzanne Tucker Design Scholarship in Interior Architecture or Design. The Suzanne Tucker Design Scholarship in Interior Architecture or Design will be offered every year in support of a student or professional in Interior Architecture or Design to attend the ICAA’s Intensive in Classical Architecture in New York or Northern California (if applicable).

This scholarship includes full tuition and a travel stipend (dependent on location of applicant) for a design student, emerging professional in design, or design professional, regardless of region.

An eligible Student is a student attending, or recently graduated from, an undergraduate program or a graduate program with study in, or demonstrated interest in, the field of Interior Design.

An eligible Emerging Professional has been practicing Interior Design for less than 5 years or is employed as a junior designer or design assistant in a professional firm.

An eligible Professional is a practicing Interior Designer for over 5 years.

It is the Chapter’s hope that this experience will allow the successful applicant to contribute to the continuum of the practice and education of classicism in Northern California and beyond.